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ABSTRACT
Multiple inherent biases related to different citation practices
(for e.g., self-citations, negative citations, wrong citations,
multi-authorship-biased citations, honorary citations, circum-
stantial citations, discriminatory citations, selective and arbi-
trary citations, etc.) make citation-based bibliometrics strongly
flawed and defective measures. A paper can be highly cited for
a while (for e.g., under circumstantial or transitional knowl-
edge), but years later it may appear that its findings, para-
digms, or theories were untrue or invalid anymore. By contrast,
a paper may remain shelved or overlooked for years or dec-
ades, but new studies or discoveries may actualize its subject
at any moment. As citation-based metrics are transformed into
“commercial activities,” the “citation credit” should be consid-
ered on a commercial basis too, in the sense that “citation
credit” should be shared out as a “citation dividend” by share-
holders (coauthors) averagely or proportionally to their con-
tributions but not fully appropriated by each of them. At equal
numbers of citations, the greater number of authors, the lower
“citation credit” should be and vice versa. Overlooking the
presence of distorted and subjective citation practices makes
many people and administrators “obsessed” with the number
of citations to such an extent to run after “highly cited” authors
and to create specialized citation databases for commercial
purposes. Citation-based bibliometrics, however, are unreliable
and unscientific measures; citation counts do not mean that a
more cited work is of a higher quality or accuracy than a less
cited work because citations do not measure the quality or
accuracy. Citations do not mean that a highly cited author or
journal is more commendable than a less cited author or






impact factor; journal impact
factor; publication bias
Introduction
The game of numbers seems to be irresistible for many researchers and
administrators in spite of the subjectivity and biases in the dissemination
of research findings (Song et al., 2010). Striving to compete is sometimes
accompanied with many biases introduced into the body of scientific knowl-
edge alongside its production’s path from the attribution of funds to the final
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phase of publication and citation. Citation biases are one of many other
problems in a broader context of unethical practices affecting science and
scientific publications, such as authorship issues (Seeman and House, 2015;
2010; Bennett and Taylor, 2003), redundant or duplicate publications
(Abraham, 2000; Hennessey et al., 2012; de Vasconcelos and Roig, 2015),
hyper-authorship (Cronin, 2001), bias in editorial decisions (Kotchoubey,
Butof, and Sitaram, 2015; Moustafa, 2015b), and in ethical decision making
among university faculty (Medeiros et al., 2014), plagiarism (Resnik, 2013;
Bird, 2002), guest and ghost authorship (Wislar et al., 2011; Ngai et al., 2005),
research misconducts (Resnik, Rasmussen, and Kissling, 2015; Spier and
Bird, 2000), and many other contradictions and pitfalls (Moustafa, 2014).
Rough competitions have transformed citation-based bibliometrics into
industrial activities that, in turn, transformed the scientific publications into
“commercial products” and citations into direct or indirect monetized rewards
(grants, funds, promotions, etc.). Beyond these rewardable and commercial
dimensions of this process, and notwithstanding the value of citations in the
diffusion of honest and reliable scientific knowledge, citation-based metrics are
unquestionably defective with multiple shortcomings and caveats (Leydesdorff,
2008; MacRoberts and MacRoberts, 1996) related to different subjective and
biased citation practices, some of them are discussed below.
Self-citations
Self-citation is the citation of his own publications for different purposes, for
example, to promote his own work, to create an image of scientific authority,
to refer to previously addressed information or findings, or simply for self-
aggrandizement (Foley and Della Sala, 2010). Self-citation by default is not
necessarily bad or negative (Ioannidis, 2015)—rather it is sometimes neces-
sary, but it is the biased and exaggerative values built on citations that make
citations-based metrics as flawed and unreliable measures. Indeed, by manip-
ulating self-citations, authors can easily inflate their h-index (Bartneck and
Kokkelmans, 2011) and distort the scientific knowledge towards more con-
formism (Ioannidis, 2015). Some studies report that self-citations account for
approximately 10–20% of all citations, depending on fields and their devel-
opment levels (Hyland, 2003). For example, in high-profile general medicine
journals, about 6.6% (Kulkarni et al., 2011) and in diabetes literature about
one-fifth of all citations (Gami et al., 2004) were self-citations, suggesting that
self-citations substantially affect the overall citation-based metrics.
Negative citations
An article can be highly cited because authors try to refute its claims or to
cite it as an example of controversy or disagreement. A paper in which there
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has been reason to question an experimental method may be highly cited as
an example of how not to behave (Spier, 2009). A negative citation can be
used to point out weakness, inconsistencies, or defects in a methodology. In a
recent study, it was found that negative citations represented about 2.4% of
the total citation in immunology (Catalini, Lacetera, and Oettl, 2015). On the
other hand, a citation that favors statistically significant or “positive” results
may mislead readers of medical literature on medical treatments that may
appear more efficient than they really are (Jannot et al., 2013).
Wrong or error citations
It is not uncommon that many errors in citation can be introduced in the
authors’ or journals’ names (i.e., one journal can be replaced by another) or
errors in the date or the backed-up information itself (intentional or unin-
tentional misinterpretation). An example of historical citation errors of this
kind comes from an article by supposedly a Czech doctor, called O. Uplavici,
which has been cited for more than 55 years before it appears that
O. Uplavici was the title of the article but not the author’s name (Vickers,
1995). Some citation errors may also be innocent misunderstanding of the
original source but sometimes they are intentional, particularly in self-
citation when an author cites his or her own previous work (Vickers,
1995). Many risk factors for citation errors have been reported in journals
in different fields such as in nursing (Lok, Chan, and Martinson, 2001) and
otolaryngology surgery (Fenton et al., 2000), which could be applied on
journals in other fields, too. Reference errors often result in inaccuracies in
citation indexes, difficulty in reference retrieval, and failure to credit the right
authors (Taylor, 2002).
Honorary citations
Some authors may tend to cite papers from their colleagues, their old or
future supervisors or trainees, or from specific teams, or people they know
much more than from other sources. People who are well known in leading
laboratories cite their own (Spier, 2009). Honorary citations are tightly
related to honorary authorship that may reach up 25% of research reports
and 15% of review articles, emphasizing the need to address this problem
efficiently and to end up with it (Greenland and Fontanarosa, 2012).
Discriminatory citations
Some authors tend to superciliously cite papers only from specific journals,
resulting in a substantial increase in their impact factors. Authors who cite
only journals with “high impact factors” contribute in maintaining the high
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impact factor of those journals based on an “accumulated advantages” effect
where the “rich get richer and the poor get poorer.” Other authors may also
contempt to cite the work of junior or unknown authors by “proudness,”
“arrogance,” or sexism. Articles written by women, for example, appear to
receive fewer citations than articles written by men, when a woman is a sole
author, first author, or last author (Lariviere et al., 2013). In the same way
that English journals are more advantageous for the impact factor (based on
citations) than non-English journals (González-Alcaide, Valderrama-Zurián,
and Aleixandre-Benavent, 2012), potential discriminatory citation behaviors
between native- and non-native English authors may also exist and need to
be explored empirically and thoroughly. Such analyses should help point out
other biases and latent aberrations of the citation related, for example, to
names, ethnicity, countries, native English authors versus non-native English
authors, etc.
Popular and specialized citations
Papers reporting on research in areas where many research grants, institu-
tions, researchers, support, and journals exist are more liable to be highly
cited than papers dealing with new subject areas or highly specialized topics
(Spier, 2009). Similarly, papers in popular area, such as curing diseases
(therapy), where a lot of people are working, are more citable than papers
dealing with prevention (vaccination). It is thus a subjective and unethical
praise to compare popular and well-established research areas with new or
narrowly specialized research.
Reciprocal citations
Some authors may tend to cite publications of people who cite their own
work more than those who do not (cite me, and I cite you!). In an analysis of
about 50,000 papers published in the journal Science, it was reported that
authors who cite the work of other authors are more likely to find their own
work cited, in turn (Corbyn, 2010).
Circumstantial citations
The scientific “truth” is uncertain (Spier and Poland, 2013). Knowledge is
prone to change over time when the context or circumstances change, for
example, as a result of substantial technological advancements or the appli-
cation of new methodology or tools (transitional or circumstantial knowl-
edge). As a result, a new type of citation that we can call “transitional or
circumstantial citation” will appear, and could be defined as the “citation
built on circumstantial knowledge available under given circumstances, skills
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or period.” A paper can thus be highly cited for a while under circumstantial
knowledge, but some years later it may prove that its findings or theories for
which it has been heavily cited were untrue or invalid anymore. As an
example of this kind of knowledge, the number of human genes for instance
started as high as 120,000 genes (Liang et al., 2000), but it has continued to
diminish as low as 19,000 genes (Ezkurdia et al., 2014) with high citation
rates of the “wrong” gene numbers. The gene counter is still ON, and the
“final” number of human genes may decrease (or increase) in the future as a
result of new fine-tuning or new technological advancements.
Table 1 shows papers reporting different sets of human genes’ numbers. Two
of them are particularly highly cited: the first by Venter et al.(2001) reporting the
number of human genes at 38,588 genes with a total citation of 12,901 times. The
second by Lander et al.(2001), who predicted the gene number at 30,000–40,000
genes with a total citation of 17,986 times. Other reports predict human genes at
20,500 genes (Clamp et al., 2007) or even less. The predicted gene number,
however, in the two aforementioned highly cited papers seem to be “wrong” or
far from the most recent estimation at about 19,000 genes (Ezkurdia et al., 2014).
As it can be seen in Table 1, the number of citations is particularly high for
papers reporting “wrong” information or data that appear to be “imprecise” over
time, suggesting that high citation counts do not necessarily reflect accuracy.
Table 1. The challenge of the human genes’ number as an example of the uncertainty of the
scientific knowledge (transitional or circumstantial knowledge) that demonstrate that citation-
based bibliometrics are not necessarily meaningful or reliable.
Number of predicted
human genes Reference Number of citations*
50,000–100,000 Schuler et al. (1996) 1,157
30,000 Deloukas et al. (1998) 705
120,000 Liang et al. (2000) 281
80,000–100,000 Quackenbush et al. (2000) 465
38,588 Venter et al. (2001) 12,901
30,000–40,000 Lander et al. (2001) 17,986
23,000–24,500 Pennisi (2003) 79
20,000–25,000 International Human Genome
Sequencing (2004)
2,711
20,500 Clamp et al. (2007) 412
20,687 Encode Project Consortium (2012) 2,966
19,000 Ezkurdia et al. (2014) 36
* The numbers of citations were retrieved from Google Scholar by using the publications’ titles as research
queries.
The number of human genes began as high as 120,000 genes (Liang et al., 2000), but it has continued to
shrink to as low as 19,000 genes (Ezkurdia et al., 2014), spanning other predictions and counts that have
appeared ‘untrue’ or unconfirmed.
Two highly cited papers (Venter et al., 2001; Lander et al., 2001) report the gene numbers at about 30,000–
40,000 genes with total citations of 12,901 and 17,986 times, respectively. However, these numbers seem
to be “wrong” compared to the most recent gene count of about ~19,000–20,000, supposedly to be the
most “accurate.” This suggests that high citation rates and “accuracy” do not necessarily match. High
citation counts can be generated under transitional or circumstantial knowledge that is subject to change,
making citation-based bibliometrics unreliable.
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This discrepancy raises another problem of citation that can be called
“sectional citation” or “segmental citation” (or random citation) related to
which “segment of information” or claim in a paper is cited. For example,
are the two above-mentioned highly cited papers (by Venter and Lander) were
cited for the number of genes or for other information? Depending on the
purposes of authors and their personal appreciations or judgments of a paper,
some authors may cite more or less essential information; others may cite
accessory information or a tiny detail in a paper, etc. For authors, it would not
matter much which information piece in their papers is cited—the citation
credit will be won anyway—but for an objective assessment of the scientific
quality, supposedly to be reflected in citation-based metrics, but it is not the
case currently, suggesting the presence of additional flaws in the citation-based
metrics because citation-based metrics do not consider such subtleties.
Another example of circumstantial knowledge is the “Junk DNA” concep-
tion that is likely to disappear (Pennisi, 2012), arguably with the citation values
that have been generated with. As such, under transitional phases of knowl-
edge that may be invalidated one day, citation-based metrics may overevaluate
a paper’s metrics when it is heavily cited, but its findings may be wrong or
subject to change over time. In other words, citation-based metrics do not
distinguish between accuracy (real impact) and citations (abstract numbers).
Fluctuating journal impact factors is a further example of the aberrations
of citation-based bibliometrics. Under same editorial policy and staff, a
journal may be highly cited during a given range of time, and subsequently,
its impact factor will inflate considerably, but in other periods its impact
factor may decrease noticeably. Does this mean that the quality of that
journal has been decreased? Not necessarily because nothing would have
been changed with the journal policy and staff (the journal remained the
same journal with its staff!), but rather it is the consequence of inherent
biases related to citation-based metrics and behaviors, discussed here.
Multi-authorship citations
The current citation-based bibliometrics allocate the same “citation credit” to
all coauthors (one citation, one credit) whatever their number or their
contributions (Figure 1). Such a system is undeniably biased because it treats
all coauthors as if they were single authors. On the other hand, single authors
spend alone all the required efforts for their manuscripts from conception to
communication of the results compared to multiple coauthors who theore-
tically should share task chunks, but practically the contribution of some
coauthors, particularly in long authorship lists, which may reach up 200
coauthors or more in some cases (Moustafa, 2014), may not exceed a simple
skim or quick reading at most. Worse, sometimes there are many authors for
a piece of hardly 200–300 words with some authors proudly affiliating
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themselves to many institutions at the same time, making the list of institu-
tions as long as, if not longer than, the text itself. In other words, efforts
shared out by many contributors cannot justify an objective full “citation
credit” for each coauthor. Allocating the same full “citation credit” to all
coauthors is an obvious contradiction with the authorship principles and
with the efforts of each coauthor expends, particularly in honorary author-
ship lists where some authors are listed merely for honorific purposes with-
out real contributions (for, e.g., to give credit to an article by including
famous names to get approved publication or grant).
Long lists of coauthors seriously devaluate the authorship process (van
Wesel, 2015) and papers with multiple authors are often associated with
multiple problems for journals, for citation-based metrics, and for authors
themselves (Bozeman and Youtie, 2015)(Kennedy, 2003). For journals, long
lists of coauthors are hard to deal with, particularly when something goes
wrong with the publication (e.g., research misconduct) (Kennedy, 2003). For
citation-based metrics, when an article has many coauthors, the number of
possible self-citation increases, amplifying the would-be “scientific impact” or
findings (Foley and Della Sala, 2010). Multiple authorship can thus bias the
self-citations practice which, in turn, biases the overall citation rates, creating a
false impression of “high impact.” In cardiovascular medicine or infectious
Figure 1. Multi-author papers undeniably inflate the ‘citation credit’ of each coauthor who may
contribute little or nothing at all. Averaging citation credit would be a potential solution to
reduce such biases in the publication world.
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disease publications, it was found that multi-author papers are associated with
more self-citation (Kulkarni et al., 2011). Multi-authors’ self-citations are also
an additional source of bias for the calculations of journal impact factors (Sala
and Brooks, 2008). In physics, where multi-institutional groups are engaged in
large research projects, multiple authorship creates a problem with the assess-
ment of individual productivity and renders the performance of metrics based
on publication and citation counts ineffective (Pritychenko, 2015). In medical
publications, it was recently reported that long lists of authorship are not
necessarily due to an increasing complexity of research but rather to an
inherent inflationary characteristic (Tilak, Prasad, and Jena, 2015).
To solve these issues, the citation credit should be considered on a “com-
mercial basis” (in the same way that scientific publication and citation-based
metrics have been transformed into commercial activities) in the sense that the
total number of citations should be shared out between shareholders (the
coauthors). For example, if a publication is authored by 10 people and cited
500 times, the citation credit for each coauthor should be averaged (500/
10 = 50) but not totally appropriated by each author individually. A single-
authored paper cited 100 times should logically generate more “citation credit”
for its author than the same paper shared by 10 coauthors and cited the same
number of times. In other words, the “citation credits” should be shared in the
same way that contributions are. However, since it is difficult to digitally
quantify the contribution of each coauthor independently, the most logical
option is to divide (or fraction) the total number of citations by the total
number of coauthors as given in the example above. Such an option would
help reduce the biases associated with long lists of honorary authorship as it
would reshape the current win-win strategy of honorary authors to a low-
rewarding game for each contributor (Kovacs, 2013).
Fractional citations, however, may “penalize” the first or main author in
fields where academic assessment is based mainly on first authors. Full
citation credit, on the other hand, attributed to all coauthors would also
grant some coauthors more than their real contributions, particularly hon-
orary authors who do little or nothing at all in a manuscript. In both cases
anyway (full or averaged credits), citation-based metrics are not optimally
granted, and a fair compromise is hardly applicable, suggesting that citation-
based metrics are far from reliability and credibility. To allocate credit more
transparently and authentically, research communities involved in large-scale
collaborations need to rethink the contributorship model (Borenstein and
Shamoo, 2015). A “contribution score” has recently been suggested to help
authors assess their contributions based on the different phases of the pre-
paration of a manuscript (design, data acquisition, data analysis, and manu-
script writing) (Warrender, 2015). Another similar approach to quantify
individual contributions was proposed based on ideas, work, writing, and
stewardship (Clement, 2014).
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Selective and arbitrary citations
An important, maybe the most important, bias in the citation-based biblio-
metrics is the absence of objective citation rules. That is, the selection of a
reference for citation purposes is always subjective and arbitrary, ruled by
personal appreciation and individual choices only. Authors may cite or
conceal references they judge more or less appropriate for their subjects.
Among a plethora of literature sources available on the same or similar
topics, nothing “enforces” an author to opt for a reference more than for
another, except his/her personal judgment that could be influenced by many
subjective factors such as the availability of the reference to cite; the “impact
factor” of the journal in which a reference is published; the celebrity of the
author; the publisher; the “prestige” or reputation of a journal, maybe the
author’s name, gender, or country; and the easiness or difficulty of the
reported information that may aid or impede the comprehension of the
reported findings. At equal opportunities, it is more likely that an author
cites references that are easily available and comprehensible than those
unavailable or hardly comprehensible.
Finally, the flaws and disastrous effects of the impact factor (Moustafa,
2015a) apply on citation-based metrics because they are based on the same
principle: the citation. As an indicator based on citation, the impact factor
affects other levels besides those mentioned above: non-English speaking or
least developed countries would be disadvantaged by the use of this indicator
(González-Alcaide, Valderrama-Zurián, and Aleixandre-Benavent, 2012).
Citation-ranking indicators and citation counts are not a reflection of scien-
tific merit (Perneger, 2010). Citation counts often give highest ranks to the
oldest or the largest journals (Garfield, 1996). Citations only display the
popularity of a topic (Spier, 2009) or the visibility of an author in a citation
database but not his/her real impact in the academic community (Wildgaard,
2015). Taken together, the aforementioned citation behaviors suggest that
citation-based bibliometrics are unreliable, subjective, arbitrary, and non-
scientific measures. The number of citations is not more than a measurable
parameter—that is all it is (Spier, 2009).
Conclusion
Citations are important in the dissemination of scientific knowledge hon-
estly and faithfully. However, the obsession with citation-based biblio-
metrics will exacerbate other existing deficiencies and aberrations in the
scientific realms. Citation analyses are not necessarily bad in themselves,
but it is the wrong use of them by evaluators and managers of science
policies that make them somewhat harmful to science and scientists.
Citation can generate information cascades resulting in unfounded
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authority of claims through distortions in its social use that include bias,
invention, and amplification (Greenberg, 2009). Exaggerated and misun-
derstood citation values lead some people/networks to display the number
of citations in their CV and/or personal profiles to present them as a sign
of “scientific impact” or “excellence.” The traditional citation analysis,
however, is not a reliable tool for the assessment of research impact
(Sarli, Dubinsky, and Holmes, 2010). Citation-based metrics do not mea-
sure the scientific quality or impact; high numbers of citations do not
mean that a more cited work is assuredly of a higher quality or accuracy
than a less cited work. It is not uncommon, for example, that extensively
used work and highly influential articles are uncited or rarely cited
(MacRoberts and MacRoberts, 2010). The appropriateness of citation-
based metrics is unproven. Citation-based bibliometrics are rather strewn
with many citation aberrations related to subjective, technical, and perso-
nal factors, making the value of high or low citations as untrustworthy
indicators. To bestow any scientific worth to citation-based metrics, cita-
tions should be based on impartial, solid, global, and objective parameters
that are currently missing, and most likely would not be available or
applicable in the future due to an inherent complexity and subjectivity of
the citation process. Scientists and administrators who are in charge of
academic assessment should be cautious in their reliance on citation-based
bibliometrics.
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